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Abstract - In this modern industrial era, many
developments have occurred in the industry to increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of industrial activities. The
laundry industry is a service industry for washing several
types of clothes and fabrics and still has an increasing demand
until now. This service can develop due to the demand and
needs of the community who want a fast and clean washing
process for people who do not have time to wash. This
research is intended to create a systemmodelling to determine
important variables so that the processes that occur in the
laundry industry can run effectively and efficiently. The
methodology used in this study includes Activity Cycle
Diagrams, Causal Loop Diagrams, Flow Diagrams and a
comparison of the initial model with the proposed model
using statistical analysis. Based on the results of the
comparison, the average service level of the proposed model
is greater than the average service level of the observations
(initial model). Thus, it is stated that the proposed model will
increase the productivity of XYZ's laundry business due to
the reduction in idle that occurs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial growth in these modern times is growing
very rapidly. This rapid growth is inseparable from the
rapid development of information and knowledge that can
be learned by almost every human being [1]. The
abundance of information enables people to create new
businesses and develop them in various sectors and scales
[2]. With a lot of information and knowledge about the
industry, it is also expected to be able to increase the
effectiveness and efficiency of the industry itself [3]. One
industry that is often encountered is the laundry industry,
which has a fast cycle and process turnaround. In
connection with the fast process in the laundry industry, it
must have an orderly process flow that is effective and
efficient to meet the needs of its customers. The laundry
industry is a service industry for washing several types of
clothes and fabrics. This service can be developed due to
the demand and needs of people who need a fast and clean
washing process but do not have the time for it. The
laundry industry can develop because of the establishment
process as well as the simple work process to generate the
expected profits. The process must be supported by a good

system to prevent obstacles in the system and in any
processes. For this reason, this research is important to
create a modelling system to determine the variables and
processes in the laundry industry so that it might be able to
run effectively and efficiently. Based on the observation,
when the workers experience fatigue, the productivity is
decreased. This occurence caused the productivity of the
system became unstable. However, this research is focused
on the system modelling without considering the decreased
productivity caused by external factors such as behaviour
of customer and fatigue of workers, which in future
research we will include these factors.

The research subject in this study is XYZ Laundry,
which is a laundry outlet that operates in West Jakarta City,
Special Capital Region of Jakarta. XYZ Laundry serves all
types of clothing and bed linen, ranging from clothes and
pants, for babies to adults, and others. In a day, the laundry
activities can reach approximately 10 Kg of clothes. This
laundry outlet has 2 washing machines that are used daily
and operates from 8 am to 8 pm. This outlet also irons
clothes after washing and drying so that the clothes are
neatly packed. Operating hours are fromMonday - Sunday
but will be closed on holidays.

System dynamics has been widely used because its
usage is versatile and compatible with systems. This can be
seen in the wide usage of previous research and studies.
Reference [4] used system dynamics without simulation to
carry out a conceptual framework on energy service
industry in China which is beneficial to the optimization
and upgrading of China's energy service industries.
Reference [5] used system dynamics to improve the
performance of construction companies in Thailand by
identifying key factors affecting construction performance
as well as their relationship. Reference [6] studies
managerial behavior and used system dynamics which
includes simulation model to analyzed and revealed the
structure of relationship between earning related factors
and delay of cognitive in management decision in Japan
banking sector to improve their performance. Reference [7]
used system dynamics to analyze the interrelations of the
factors that have an impact on employee performance, and
developed a causal loop diagrams that were then
transferred to stock and flow diagrams for the
mathematical simulation to improve the overall
performance of a company and its sustainability. The
literature review of previous work is conducted mostly on
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